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in downstream machines or in the
USPS sorting machines. Height ad-
justable from 26” to 42” for in-line
applications. YouTube “Pro+II by
Profold”

RAPID SPOOL CHANGE: Just
like it says! Pro+II with RSC comes
equipped with 2 spools for tabs.
When 1 runs out simply splice sec-
ond spool and machine is up and
running in 20 seconds. Load tabs on
empty spool while machine is run-

ning production. No more down time due to reloading spool and thread-
ing web like a whole new job set up! Rapid Spool Change will increase

throughput and creates an incredible ROI.

HEAD & FOOT TABBER SYSTEM:
Available in Pro+II and RSC configura-
tions. Pic shows RSC configuration). Head
& Foot tabbing systems place on both the
head and foot of the product in a single
pass. Docking station equipped with linear
motion makes set ups a snap by turning 1
knob to line up the head and foot place-
ment on substrate.

CONTACT: For more information, call 772-589-0063 or e-mail
fhogan@profold.com

RSC Head-Foot Tabber

Rapid Spool Change

Tipping Systems

§ Kirk-Rudy, Inc.
CATEGORY: Tipping Systems

PRODUCT: KR687 Magnetic Strip Encoder

COMPANY: Kirk- Rudy, Inc. 125 Lorraine Parkway, Woodstock, GA
30188. Email: sales@kirkrudy.com. Phone: 770-427-4203.

KR687 MAGNETIC STRIP ENCODER: The KR687 is a
high-volume magnetic strip encoding and verification system designed to
integrate with all Kirk-Rudy feeders, bases, and turnovers. The system
features Kirk-Rudy’s renowned Xmatch software that will track product
for up and downstream cameras and print applications. The system sup-

ports a variety of card stocks, en-
abling it to run jobs at speeds up to
30,000 cards per hour. The KR687
can also be configured for
non-CR80 card applications such
as gift cards. See listings in Ad-
dress/Barcode Printers; Ad-
dressing Accessories; Ink; Inserter
Mailing Systems;Labeling Sys-
tems; and Stamp Affixers.

CONTACT: For more informa-
tion, call 770-427-4203 or email
sales@kirkrudy.com.KR687 Magnetic Strip Encoder

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Tracking/Receiving Systems

PRODUCT: WTS

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06460. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

WTS/WTS-P: Forget manual processes, they are time-consuming, la-
bor-intensive and error-prone. With WTS, you can track and monitor the
internal movement and complete chain-of-custody for every piece of ac-
countable mail and packages that your company receives. Designed for
businesses of any size, WTS provides numerous convenient services to
automate all your inbound delivery needs. It dramatically improves the
management of your company’s internal delivery process by increasing
reliability, accelerating productivity and decreasing costs. Available as

WTS
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